e-Prosecution System
A Comprehensive Case and Document Management System
For Prosecutors’ and District Attorneys’ Oﬃces

Completely integrates case
management, document
management and all
prosecution functionality
from screening to ﬁnal
sentencing.
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Customized in-boxes

The InfoShare™
e-Prosecution application
completely integrates case
management and
document management,
while streamlining
processing for every aspect
of the prosecution case!

Customized in-boxes for
each staﬀ member helps
track assigned cases
through every event and
status update at every
stage of the case. No
detail is lost!

Search Function

Scheduling / Calendaring

Complete search function
by extensive criteria.

Complete scheduling and
calendaring functionality
with automatic notiﬁcation
to all parties.

Master Name Index
Master Name Index tracks
all parties in the database,
facilitating party entry,
searching and linking parties
to multiple cases.

Reporting
Full reporting functionality
includes all regularly
scheduled and on-demand
reports.

Document Management
Comprehensive document management that is fully integrated with all phases of case management:
> Using the robust InfoShare™ template
generator, create your department’s standard
forms and letters, automatically embedded
with current case data.

> Individual and batch scanning of
documents.
> Advanced indexing and retrieval of
documents.
> OCR, bar coding and pdf conversion
capabilities.

> Designed to handle an unlimited number of
documents, in most common ﬁle formats.

> Document retrieval from within the case
or through searching on document
attributes.

> Enhanced security features are rules and
permission-based, conﬁgured to the
operations of your department.

> Simultaneous access to documents by
authorized staﬀ members.

> Transaction audit reports are provided to
track any change or inquiry to the case.
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CSI also offers specialized modules to enhance the capabilities of the
e-Prosecution case and document management system.
These are seamlessly integrated with e-prosecution and enhance case
processing to meet the needs of your organization.

Choose the ones you need
Discovery:

Select documents for discovery, redact information as necessary and apply Bates
numbering. Both the original documents and the discovery set are stored in the case. An
e-discovery portal is also available for cloud-based delivery of discovery documents.

Investigation:
Powerful tools to input and track investigative data. There are various sub-modules that
support the intricacies of specialized investigations such as arson, bias, burglary,
computer forensics, pawn shop and sex crimes.

Intelligence:
Full functionality for storing, accessing and analyzing intelligence data (incidents,
subjects, contacts, etc) with extensive ability to link and search for information.

Internal Aﬀairs:

Provides prosecutors’ oﬃces and law enforcement agencies with a complete mechanism
for receiving, investigating and resolving complaints of oﬃcer misconduct. Incorporates
standardized, formal disciplinary forms commonly used by CALEA- certiﬁed departments
in formal disciplinary actions, as well as your department’s own internal paperwork.

Evidence:

Automates the storage and management of evidence, customized to ﬁt the protocols of
your agency. Evidence logs using barcode technology ensure accuracy in tracking the
chain of custody.

Sex Oﬀender:
Maintains and monitors sex oﬀender data, providing prosecutors’ oﬃces and police
departments with an extensive range of information for organized input, display, and
search retrieval. Provides notiﬁcation according to tier rating system.

Screening Module:
Electronically transmit complaints and all supporting documents from the local police
department directly to the prosecutor’s oﬃce. Save resources and improve data quality,
while speeding up time to trial.

Forfeiture Module:
Tracks seized properties according to your state attorney general’s guidelines, from
point of seizure through property disposition and distribution of cash and/or property
items to law enforcement agencies. Tracks all property, involved parties, events and
status and automatically generates a quarterly report on seizures.

Motions and Appeals Module:
Manages all appeals and related motions ﬁled in state and federal jurisdictions. Tracks
ﬁling dates and oral arguments, staﬀ assignments with complete document managment.
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InfoShare’s e-Prosecution System Manages
the Complete Life Cycle of the Case and Integrates
all Supporting Documents and Events
from the Arrest through Final Sentencing
Available interfaces between the Prosecutor/DA
Oﬃces, the police departments and courts for
completely electronic submission of cases and
documents
Customized modules support case processing
according to your agency protocols and legal
requirements
Security and access to case documents and
information is controlled by your agency’s
administration

Attorneys and authorized staﬀ can access data
from anywhere they have access to the Internet.

With the InfoMobile mobile trial app, you can
download your cases from the e-Prosecution system
to your i-Pad and take them to court, make changes
and then sync your changes back to the e- system

InfoShare™’s e-Prosecution System: CSI’s Totally Paperless,
Full Functionality Case and Document Management System
to Streamline the Entire Prosecution Process
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